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'lurvey of I ndia, made some valuable certain 
points connected with &c., m Central Asia. 

U NDER the t itle of "Die geographische Erforscbuug des 
afrikanischen Continents von den altesten Zeiten his auf 
unsere Tage," by Dr. Philipp p,\Ul.ktschke, :Messrs. Erockhau,en 
and Brauer of Vienna have publ1shed a volume of 320 page' , 
containing a brief bnt full sketch of the progress of African 
exploration from times the present clay. . Its 
special value cons1sts 111 the detailed b1bhography of the subJect 
contained in the foo:notes on every page, which must be of 
the greatest sc1·vice to the student of African exploration and 
geography. There are occasional slips, as when Mr. Monteiro's 
book 011 "Angola and the River Congo " is entered under 
"Monteiro," as published in N ew York in 1875, and again 
under "J. J ohn," as published in London in 1876. But such 
blunders are wonderfully few. About 1500 names are referred 
to altogether. 

DR. LENZ, on November 22, was at St. Louis, whence he 
was going to T angier. 

As a memorial of the work performed in the Vi;g a, a " Vega 
Fund" has been rai>,ecl by subscription in Sweden to encourage 
further geographical research. The sum raised is 35,ooo crowns, 
which will be intru, ted to the Swedbh Ae1demy of Sciences, 
and the interest either employed at once ot be allowed to accu
mulate for a term of years. Only natives of Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, and Finland will be entitled to receive the benefit of 
the fund. 

Two important expeditions are soon to be sent into Central 
Africa, under the auspices of the Algerian Missionary Society, 
which already has stations at the northern ends of Lake Tan
ganyika and the Victoria Nyanza . One will go from Zanzibar, 
and the other will ascend the Congo. 

THE INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ANlJ 
TEMPERATURE ON THE SPECTRA OF 
VAPOURS AND GASES' 

JN the course of my inquiry last year into the homology of the 
spectral lines of chemically-related elements I occasionally 

made the observation that the two strongly-marked red lines 
which bromine in the fluid state gives when the spark is taken 
from it in De la Chanal's fulgurator grow very feeble or entirely 
disappear in tb e spectrum of the rarefied vapour in the Geissler
tubes, while other lines not previously seen become visible. It 
appeared to me of interest to inquire more part icularly into the 
changes of the spectrum of one and the same element, as these 
changes are naturally of the greatest importance in the com
parison of chemically-related elements; and with this view I 
addressed myself to the problem of the changes of spectra at 
higher pressures. 

According to Wullner's well-known experiments, which only deal 
with the three permanent gases, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, 
the spectral lines of the second order grow broader with higher 
pressure, and at the same time a continuously illuminated back
ground is to be observed. This phenomenon, however, presents 
even ia the three permanent elements the greatest difference. 
T hus, while the lines in the hydrogen spectrum become easily 
broader even under moderate pressure, those in the spectrum 
of nitrogen do not expand. Therefore it occurred to me that a 
comparative investigation, which would extend to as many 
elements as possible, would be desirable, inasmuch as it en
couraged the hope that by this means one could arr ive at a law, 
perhaps even at an explanation, of these phenomena. 

I now venture to present to the Academy a report of my 
experiments as far as they have gone, reserving a full account 
till their completion. 

In my experiments I have treated the most volatile of the 
metalloids, and among the metals have included quicksilver 
and sodium. I will in due time give a full account of the 
apparatus and methods which I employed in my experiments, 
but at present I must confinf' myself to a statement of the results 
alreaiy ascertained. 

The spectrum of the three halogens, at higher pressures, ex· 
hibits in each case the same peculiarities. The Jines have the 
appearance of merging into each other, and without showing 
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an expansiO!l into bands, they become occasionally so;ncwhat 
broader. There is a steadily luminous background which 
become3 brighter when the pressure is increased, and which 
is often more intense than the lines themselves. This ln.tter 
circumstance is frequently seen in the case of iodine, where 
the continuous spectrum finally covers all the rest. I n the case 
of chlorine and bromine single lines are always distinguishable 
from the continuolls surrounding light. The uppearance of 
certain lines in the reel field in chlorine and bromine which 
always preserve their precision and delicacy is \YOrth mentioning. 

The changes in the intensity of the spectral lines as exhibited 
under different pressures are very interesting. If you compare 
the spectral lines of the halogens with each other, in order to 
ascertain their homology, and in doing so only employ the spectra 
of rarefied vapours in Geissler tubes, you meet considerable diffi
cultles, for you can only compare the lines in groups, and these 
lines present frequently in each of the three elements such differ
ences of intensity that yon may be left in doubt as to the existence 
of a homology of their lines. But the apparent differences arise 
in reality out of the variation of intensity and the number of 
the lines with the pressure. By appropriate change in the 
density of the gas or vapour you can always produce spectra 
which exhibit the perfect homology of the lines. Thus, in the 
case of iodine you must employ that tension which iodine-vapour 
has at 50° or 8o° C., while in the case of chlorine and bromine 
atmospheric pressure is required. 

The spect rum of sulphur does not change at all at b igher 
pressure, the lines maintaining their perfect sharpness, while in 
the red field a continuously illuminated background appears .. 

Phosphor and arsenic do not give any reaction, and even the 
continuous spectrum does not appear. ·with arsenic I obscrvecl 
what I think has hitherto been overlooked, namely, that it gives 
at a moderate pressure, and without the interposition of a 
Leyden jar, a spectrum of the first order. It is almost con
tinuous, and with increase of pressure of interposition of the 
jar it gives to the spectrum of lines the spectrum of the second 
order. 

Great is the difference between the metalloids of l','b ich we 
have hitherto been speaking and the metals; they dww an cx
pam;ion of their Jines into bands, while the continuous light tnkes 
a less 1)rominent place. In quicksilver the bren.dth espec ;a!ly 
of the green and violet lines is conspicuous. 

\Vith sodinm I have only noticed the great width of D. 
lines when they appeared reversed, for I could only exam the 
light after its passage through a layer of cooler vapour. Soc! ium 
gives at high pressures a continuously illuminated spectrum ncar 
the D-lines, which then appear reversed; at first one or two 
lines, but soon they widen and merge into each other, ::nd the 
dark band of absorption gradually covers the whale illllinin::ted 
part of the field. 

Ul1llVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

CAMllRIDGE.-rrof. Stuart finds the progress of his Sehoul of 
li'Iechanism and Engineering again cum pels enlargement. Some 
pupils are now making small engines, and require more space for 
erectinct them. A room for mechanical drawing is needed, and also 
an stove. The Museums and Lecture-rooms Syn_dico.te 
think it best in the present condition of University funds to 
erect a new temporary building 46 feet long by 21 feet wide1 
adjacent to the present workshop, and this, with other rcoms 
which can be added, will supply present necessities for about 
360!. 

The balance of 821!., being the debt on the last two years of 
the Museums Maintenance Fund, has been granted as an extra 
payment from the University Chest, and in future years 3COol. 
will be granted annually for the Museums and Lecture-rooms 
Maintenance Fund. 

Prof. Stuart is to have the services of a Demo:1strator of 
Mechanism and Applied Mechanics. 

Clare College announces a scholarsh ip of 6ol. a yc:tr in 
chemistry and chemical physics, botany and geology, to be 
competecl for on March 29 next, without limit of age. Jesus 
and Magdalene Colleges cantinue to offer no inducements to 
natural science. 

BY a Royal decree, published last month, a museum will 
shortly be opened at Palermo on the plan of the one founded in 
Rome in 1874, with the object of making ]mown the best ;:cho-
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lastic materials and best didactic methods adopted with success 
by the most cultivated and civilised nations. This museum is 
styled the Pedagogic Museum, and will have its seat in the Royal 
University. Its aim is to collect, with a view to their recogni
tion and adoption, all objects and publications connected with 
the mode of instruction in elementary schools, and in general all 
the new means and appliances which are being successively 
invented to insure greater efficiency and progress in the arts of 
instruction and education. All that has till now been collected 
by the Professor of Pedagogy in the present Museum of Palermo 
will henceforth belong to the new institution, which is dependent 
on the Minister of Public Instruction. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
Tim J'ournal of Anatomy and Physiology, Norma! and 

Pathologiral, vol. xv. part I, October, contains :-Dr. C. 
Creighton, on an infective form of tuberculosis in man, identical 
with bovine tuberculosis, plates I to 6.-Dr. W. Allen, on a 
third occipital condyle in the human subject, plate 7.-Dr. J. 
Dreschfeld, some points in the histology of cirrhosis of the liver, 
plate 8.-Dr. S. Mortiz, a contribution to the pathological 
anatomy of lead paralysis, plate 9.-Dr. G. S. Middleton, 
vascular lesions in hydrophobia and in other diseases characterised 
by cerebral excitement, plate Io.-Dr. D. Macphail, an ether per
colator, for use in physiological or pathological laboratories, plate 
II.-Dr. D. Newman, the comparative value of chloroform 
and ethidene dichloride as an ::esthetic agents.-Dr. R. Pinkerton, 
observations on the temperature of the healthy human body in 
various climates.-Dr. George Hoggan and Dr. F. Elizabeth 
Hoggan, the lymphatics of cartilage and of the perichondrium.
Dr. R. J. Anderson, a palatine branch from the middle meningeal 
artery.-J. F. Knott, muscular anomalies. 

J'ouma! of the Royal Microscopical Society, vol. iii. No. 5, October. 
- W. H. Gilbert, on the structure and function of the scale-leaves 
of La!hrea squamaria.-Dr. H. E. Fripp (the late), on daylight 
illumination with the plane mirror, an appendix to Part I. of the 
"Theory of Illuminating Apparatus."-vV. Webb, on an im· 
proved finder.-W. A. Rogers on Tolles' interior illuminator 
for opaque objects, with a note by R. B. Tolles. - The record of 
current researches relating to invertebrata, cryptogamia, micro· 

&c. 
THE American Naturalist, Novewber.-F. M. Endlich, the 

Island of Dominica.-]. D. Caton, the Sand·hill Crane.-W. 
K. Higley, on the microscopical crystals contained in plants 
(concluded).-J. M. Stillman, on the origin of lac (regards it as 
a secretion of Coccus lacca).-Edward L. Greene, botanising on 
the Colorado desert.-The Editor's table : on the obligations of 
educational and charitable institutions. 

Zritschrift fur wissenscha.ftliche Zoologic, Band 34, Heft 4, 
September, contains :-a very elaborate memoir by Dr. Ferdinand 
Sommer of Greifswald, on the anatomy of the liver-fluke, 
Distomum L., pp. 540--640, with six plates ; also by 
Dr. H. Michels, an acconnt of the nervous system of Oryctes 
1wsicornis as it appears in the larval, pupal, and imago conditions 
of this beetle, pp. 641, 700, with four plates. 

Revue In!ernationale des Sciences biologiques, October I5, COil· 
tains :-1\f. Vulpian, a physiological study of poisons; fifth 
lecture, on curare.-M. Hanstein, protoplasm considered as the 
basis of animal and vegetable life ; introduction.-M. Borodin, 
on the physiological characteristics of asparagine.-M. L. Portes, 
on the asparagine of the Amygdalere.-G. Thoulet, contributions 
to the study of the physical and chemical properties of rnicro
scop ical minerals. 

THE Transactions of tlu Yorkshire Jl,'at1walists' Union.-Three 
parts of the above have been issued to the subscribers. These 
contain reports on the birds of the district, pp. I-48. On the 
land and freshwater mollusca, pp. I-16. On the Iepidoptera, 
pp. I-8o. Botany, pp. I-5 I. These reports seem well and 
exhaustively worked out, and deserve every support from the 
naturalists of the Yorkshire district and others. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

Mathematical Society, December 9.-Mr. Samuel Roberts, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-Mr. vVilliam Ralph Roberts 
and Mr. Ralph Augustus Roberts were elected Members.-The 

following communications were made :-Note sur !Ia Derivation 
Prof. Teixeira (Coimbra, Portugal).-Solu· 

twn of the equatwn xp - r = o; quinquisection, Prof. Cayley 
F. R S.-A general theorem in kinematics, Prof. 
the solution of the inverse logical problem, Mr. W. B. Grove.
Motion of a viscous fluid, Mr. T. Crai".-On the electrical 
capacity of a conductor bounded by two surfaces cuttin" 
at any angle, Mr. W. D. Niven. " 

. Chen;ical Soci.ety, December. z.-Dr. Gilbert, vice-pre· 
s1dent, m the chan·.-The followmg papers were read :-On 
the volumes of sodium and bromine at their boiling-points, by 
\¥. Ramsay.-On the volume of phosphorus at its boiling· 
point, by D. 0. Masson and vV. Ramsay. The authors have 
determined the atomic volume (the atomic volume = the specific 
volume x atomic weight) of the following elements in the free 
stat.e. Bromine 27'I35, sulph_ur 2I'6o, phosphorus 20'91, 
sod1um 3I"Oo. The authors discuss the formula of oxy-tri· 
chloride of phosphorus, and conclude that in that substance 
phosphorus is a pentad, and that the constitution of that 

is 0=f':=CI3• The atomic volume of phosphorus in 
th1s compound IS therefore 2I ·I -On the specific volume of 
chloral, by Laura Maude Passavant. Great care was taken in 
purifying the chloral ; the specific volume, determined according 
to the method of Thorpe, was found to be I07'37.-Note on the 
formation of carbon tetrabromide in the manufacture of bromine 
by J.C . Hamilton. A quantity of a white crystalline 
was obtained as a re>idue, after distilling a quantity of cow· 
mercia! bromine, it melted at 90•, and contained 97 per cent. of 
bromine.-Researches on the relation between the molecular 
structure of carbon compounds and their absorption·speclra, by 
W. N. Hartley. Part i.-General conclusions as to the nature 
of actinic absorption exerted by various carbon compounds. 
Part ii.-Experiments which prove the diactinic character of 
substances constructed on an open chain of carbon compounds. 
Part iii.-The actinic absorption exerted by various closed 
chains of carbon atoms. Part iv.-The absorption·spectra of 
condensed benzen-nuclei. Part v.-The cause of absorption· 
bands in the spectra transmitted by benzene and its derivatives. 

Geological Society, December I.-Robert Etheridge, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-\Vm. Heward Bell, Wm. Jack· 
son, Peregrine Propert Lewes, William Libbey, jun., D.Sc. , New 
Jersey, U.S.A.; David Morgan Llewellin, John Marshall, Cyril 
Parkinson, Cornelius McLeod Percy, Thos. John Robinson, Rev. 
Alfred Rose, Beeby Thompson, and Stuart Crawford Wardell 
were elected Fellows of the Society.- The following communi· 
cations were read :-On reml.ins of a small lizard from the 
N eocomian rocks of the Island of Lesina, Dalmatia, preserved 
in the Geological Museum of the University of Vienna, by Prof. 
H. G. Seeley, F.R.S. The author proposed to name this lizard 
Adriosaurus suessii. -On the beds at Headen Hill and Colwell 
Bay in the I sle of Wight, by Messrs. H. Keeping and E. B. 
Tawney, M.A. The authors criticised the views put forward 
by Prof. Judd in his paper published in the Q. J'. G. S. xxxvi. 
p. I3, and supported those established by the late E. Forbes and 
the publications of the Geological Survey. The authors reject 
Prof. Judd's term Brockenhurst series, and revert to the classifi
cation and nomenclature of the Geological Survey. 

Zoological Society, November 30.-Dr. Edward Hamilton, 
vice-president, in the chair.-Mr. Alfred E. Craven, F.Z.S., read 
a paper on a collection of land and fresh-water shells from the 
Transvaal and Orange Free State in South Africa, with descriptions 
of nine new species.-A second paper by Mr. Alfred E. Craven 
contained the descriptions of three new species of land shells 
from Cape Colony and NataL-Surgeon Francis Day, F.Z.S., 
communicated a paper by Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht, which 
gave an account of a collection of reptiles and amphibians made 
by Dr. C. Duke in Beloochistan.-A communication read 
from Mr. J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S., containing a description of the 
immature plumage of Dryotriorchis spectabi!is (Schleg. ), a very 
scarce raptorial bird from Gaboon, now living in the Society's 
collection.-A communication was read from Mr. Roland 
Trimen, F.Z.S., on an undescribed Laniarius obtained by Dr. 
B. F. Bradshaw on the Upper Limpopo, or Crocodile River, in 
Southern Africa, which he proposed to name Laniarius afro· 
croceus.-A communication was read from Dr. G. Hartlaub, 
F.M.Z.S., containing descriptions of five new birds that had 
been collected by Dr. Emin Bey in Central Africa. These were 
proposed to be called Tricholais jlavotorquata, Cisticola !typox· 
antha, Eminia lepida, Drymocichla incana, and Musicapa 
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